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INTRODUCTION 

 
Due to the effort to treat the motion of an organism from the standpoint of kinetic laws, particularly 
dynamic characteristics, a conception that can be operationalized in the direction of characteristics of 
basic kinetic elements of the effectorial system emerged. One of the characteristics of the effectorial 
system is that it can generate and release energy with the goal of overcoming resistance on a certain 
path in certain time, within a particular kinetic exit manifested as motor structure. For that reason 
resistance, amplitude and motion time constitute basic kinetic elements that are manifested in each 
motion. With their distribution and configuration, they determine the type and efficiency of a kinetic exit 
and enable the observation of those elements with other anthropological areas. The kinetic exit of the 
effectorial system is expressed as a structural complex of basic kinetic elements. Therefore, 
resistance, amplitude and time in motion constitute basic kinetic elements manifested in each motion. 
Basic kinetic elements often, both explicitly and implicitly, represent the exit out of the effectorial 
system as a certain value that, kinetically speaking, belongs to a different modality of motion. From 
both theoretical and practical standpoint it is important to understand that for performing a certain 
motion, it is necessary to overcome certain resistance; this resistance being overcome on a certain 
path in certain time. Accordingly, basic kinetic elements have the following determination: resistance 
in motion is defined with the resistance that is overcome during motion and expressed in kilograms 
(kg), amplitude in motion is defined with a path traveled during motion, expressed in meters (m) and 
time in motion, is defined with the time during motion, expressed in seconds (s). The process of 
forming the kinetic exit out of the effectorial system is subordinate to the laws on processes of 
integration and differentiation of basic kinetic elements of the effectorial system. The integration 
process is expressed through the mutual connection between basic kinetic elements that develop 
independently from the exit kinetic structure. The differentiation process is clearly expressed with the 
domination of particular basic kinetic elements in the exit kinetic structure. The basic goal of this 
research is directed towards defining the latent structure of basic kinetic elements with the help of a 
specially prepared instrumentarium, with the use of the ergometrical method and on the basis of a 
factorial analysis of the elements of resistance, amplitude and time in individual and repeating motion.  
 

 
METHODS 
 
SAMPLE OF RESPONDENTS 
For this research, the sample of respondents was chosen out of a 15 and 16 years old male 
population. Due to the mode of measuring and the methods applied in the research this sample was 
comprised out of 124 respondents. The planned sample of 124 respondents was sufficient for any 
correlation coefficient equal or higher than .23 to be considered different than zero with a margin of 
error of less than .01 or a confidence level of .99.  

 
SAMPLE OF VARIABLES 
Variables were chosen for evaluating the factorial structure of basic kinetic elements. A sample of 
measuring instruments was formed according to the objectives and tasks of the research. Variables 
were chosen for evaluating basic kinetic elements of the effectorial system. 
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The measuring and collecting of information was carried out with the help of a measuring instrument 
called «KINESIOMETER» (M. Dodig, 1987), which was connected to a computer and enabled the 
measuring of analog values of movement or inactivity of parts of the body or the whole body.1  
The transmission of information and the coding was carried out through an analog – to – digital 
converter (ADC). By use of the kinesiometer with a rotational linear potentiometer, which measures 
the changeable resistance, the position of a certain movable body-part, or the whole body can be 
determined.  
By use of a kinesiometer, basic kinetic elements manifested as resistance (kg), motion time (s) and 
the amplitude or motion path (m) have been isolated for each motion. Basic kinetic elements defined 
with resistance, amplitude and time are generated as coincidental values of appropriate kinetic 
structures in individual and repeating motion: 

                                        
 
 
Picture 1. Illustration of body position on the device for motion: A – weight lifting with legs from a squat 
position B – pressing with arms with weight from position of lying on the back C – pulling with arms a 
position of lying on the chest 
 
Picture 2. Determined analog values of motion in weight lifting with legs from a squat position; A – in 
individual and B – in repeating motion  
 
Picture 3. Determined analog values of motion in weight pressing with arms from the position of lying 
on the back; A – in individual and B – in repeating motion 
 
 

                                                                                 
 

            
 
                               A                                                              B 
Picture 4. Determined analog values of motion in weight pulling with arms from the position of lying on 
the chest; A – in individual and B – in repeating motion. 

Basic kinetic elements of resistance (kg), time (s) and amplitude (m) were individual with the use of the 
method for reading records: 
 

                                                 
1Dodig, M. (1987). “KINESIOMETER” – instruments in application, Colection Works, Novi Sad, 267 – 273 
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(1) For evaluating resistance in motion in the case of individual movement: l. lifting with legs from a 
squat position (EPDNKG), 2. pressing with arms from a lying position (EPDRKG), 3. pulling with arms 
from a lying position (EPPRKG). 
(2) For evaluating amplitude in motion in the case of individual movement: l. lifting with legs from a 
squat position (EPDNM), 2. pressing with arms from a lying position (EPDRM), 3. pulling with arms 
from a lying position (EPPRM). 
(3) For evaluating time in motion in the case of individual movement with weight: l. lifting 
with legs from a squat position (EPDNS1), 2. pressing with arms from a lying position 
(EPDRS1), 3. pulling with arms from a lying position (EPPRS1). 
(4) For evaluating time in motion in the case of individual movement without weight: l. lifting 
with legs from a squat position (EPDNS2), 2. pressing with arms from a lying position (EPDRS2), 3. 
pulling with arms from a lying position (EPPRS2). 
(5) For evaluating resistance in motion in the case of repeating movement: l. lifting 
with legs from a squat position (ESDNKG), 2. pressing with arms from a lying position (ESDRKG), 3. 
pulling with arms from a lying position (ESPRKG). 
(6) For evaluating amplitude in motion in the case of repeating movement: l. lifting 
with legs from a squat position (ESDNM), 2. pressing with arms from a lying position (ESDRM), 3. 
pulling with arms from a lying position (ESPRM). 
(7) For evaluating time in motion in the case of repeating movement with weight: l. lifting 
with legs from a squat position (ESDNSI), 2. pressing with arms from a lying position 
(ESDRS1 ), 3. pulling with arms from a lying position (ESPRSI). 

 
 

DATA PROCESSING METHOD 
In order to achieve the main objective of this research a method was chosen for processing data of the 
factorial structure of variables of basic kinetic elements with the use of an algorithm of the structural 
model defined with the factorial analysis. A factorial structure of basic kinetic elements of the 
effectorial system was determined with the help of the program called Little Jiffy by Mark IV Kaiser and 
Rice (1974). After calculation of the determination coefficients, the multiple correlation square 
(communalities - Guttman, 1956), variances – co-variances and the intercorrelations matrix rescaled 
on an anti-image metric, the values and vectors of the intercorrelation matrix were determined. The 
vectors of the said matrix, the number of which is defined by the Guttman lowest number of significant 
latent dimensions (equal or higher than 1), were transformed to the orthoblique position (quartimax 
criterion was satisfied). A percentage of contribution to the total quantity of the explained variance has 
been extracted for every dimension out of the matrix of latent dimensions' intercorrelation (orthoblique 
factors). The matrix of the complex rescaled the image variable - transformed into a factorial matrix for 
the matrix of image co-variances (a basis for the interpretation of latent dimensions). Factorial values 
were obtained with the use of the standard regressive procedure. An actual existence of the latent 
dimensions was performed through the reliability index.  
 
 
RESULTS  
 
The characteristics of basic kinetic elements variables were determined with the use of standard 
descriptive procedures. The results can be found in table 1. All values of the central and dispersive 
parameters confirm the hypothesis on normality of the distribution of variables of the set of basic 
kinetic elements, except the variable (EPPRM), which measured the amplitude in kinetic structure of 
pressing with arms in individual movement. The variables show statistically significant values of the 
Kolmogorov - Smirnovljev test (the test determines maximal absolute differences between actual and 
theoretical cumulative frequencies). The test EPDRKG (MAX D = .031) shows the highest normality of 
the distribution curve in the area of kinetic structures realised in individual movement, while all other 
tests show a statistically significant, but weaker results of the test. The distribution of results in the 
complex of variables of kinetic structures realized in repeating movements does not depart 
significantly from the normal distribution. The test ESDRM (MAX D = .o41) has shown the best curve 
of distribution of results in the complex of variables realized in repeating movements, while other tests 
don’t show as good results, but they remain within the set hypothesis.  

 
The matrix of intercorrelations of the results of tests for evaluating basic kinetic elements, in other 
words, the matrix of the cosines of angles between vectors that define area is shown in table 2. The 
set of variables of basic kinetic elements of motion represents a relatively homogeneous area. The 
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structure of the correlation coefficients is mostly adequate for the structure correspondent to 
hypothetical presumptions on the existence of basic kinetic elements of motion. The data contained in 
the matrix of intercorrelations of basic kinetic elements shows a dominant significance of correlation in 
the complex of basic elements of motion. By observing the segments of the intercorrelation matrix in 
which the tests of basic kinetic elements of resistance in the kinetic structure realized in individual and 
repeating movements are located, it can be seen that the correlations are considerably higher than 
with other basic kinetic elements. One mutual structure for generating energy in the realization of 
motion is responsible for variability and covariability of tests of the basic kinetic element manifested as 
resistance in motion. Furthermore, there is a certain correlation between the variables of resistance in 
motion and variables of amplitude in motion, while there is a somewhat weaker correlation with the 
variables that measured time in motion.  
 
 
Table 1 
 
CENTRAL AND DISPERSIVE PARAMETERS OF VARIABLES BASIC KINETIC ELEMENTS 
 
 VARIJABLE  XA  XD   SIG   MIN     MAX MAXD KS 
 
EPDNKG  46.23   1.70   9.57  25.00      75.00  .104 
EPDNM    1.28     .02     .13      .96        1.56  .047 
EPDNS1    1.40     .03     .19      .96        1.88  .121 
EPDNS2      .74     .01     .08      .56          .96  .071 
EPDRKG  43.52   1.52   8.56  25.00      65.00  .031 
EPDRM      .71     .02     .10      .41        1.00  .033 
EPDRS1    1.08     .04     .21      .68        1.92  .076 
EPDRS2      .41     .01     .05      .26          .60  .064 
EPPRKG  45.25   1.28   7.21   30.00      65.00  .119 
EPPRM      .95     .01     .08       .72        1.08  .342  + 
EPPRS1      .87     .02     .13       .64        1.44  .070 
EPPRS2      .43     .01     .05       .32          .56  .074 
ESDNKG           490.49   52.05 293.34 120.34  2340.00  .102 
ESDNM  13.20   1.13    6.35     3.36      40.32  .090 
ESDNS1  21.36   2.03 11.45     5.00      68.50  .126 
ESDRKG           485.61 34.94 196.92 120.00    990.00    .043 
ESDRM    8.27     .61   3.43     2.16      17.26  .041 
ESDRS1  18.59   1.19   6.73     5.40      42.04  .061 
ESPRKG           545.82 39.71 223.77 160.00  1485.00  .114 
ESPRM  11.43     .77   4.36     3.92      26.46  .073 
ESPRS1  16.17   1.09   6.15     4.96      37.40  .086 
 
 
Legend: 
 
EPDNKG - lifting with legs from a squat position, EPDRKG - pressing with arms from a lying position, 
EPPRKG - pulling with arms from a lying position, EPDNM - lifting with legs from a squat position, 
EPDRM - pressing with arms from a lying position, EPPRM -  pulling with arms from a lying position, 
EPDNS1 - lifting with legs from a squat position, EPDRS1 -  pressing with arms from a lying position, 
EPPRS1 - pulling with arms from a lying position,  
EPDNS2 - lifting with legs from a squat position, EPDRS2 - pressing with arms from a lying position, 
EPPRS2 - pulling with arms from a lying position, ESDNKG - lifting with legs from a squat position, 
ESDRKG - pressing with arms from a lying position, ESPRKG - pulling with arms from a lying position, 
ESDNM - lifting with legs from a squat position, ESDRM  - pressing with arms from a lying position, 
ESPRM - pulling with arms from a lying position, ESDNSI - lifting with legs from a squat position, 
ESDRS1 - pressing with arms from a lying position, ESPRSI - pulling with arms from a lying position. 
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Table 2 
INTERCORRELATION MATRIX AND UNIQUITY (in diagonal) OF VARIABLES BASIC KINETIC 
ELEMENTS 
  
VARIABLES    1.   2.   3.   4.   5.   6.   7.   8.   9.   10. 
 
  1. EPDNKG  (.17) 
  2. EPDNM   .14 (.26) 
  3. EPDNS1  -.04  .34 (.55) 
  4. EPDNS2  -.22  .37  .25 (.67) 
  5. EPDRKG   .64  .18 -.05 -.13 (.21) 
  6. EPDRM   .05   .62  .32  .38  .08 (21) 
  7. EPDRS1  -.09  .10  .25 -.01  .05 .01 (.47) 
  8. EPDRS2  -.21 -.10  .13  .11 -.24 .01  .14 (.71) 
  9. EPPRKG   .64  .26 -.02 -.03  .71 .17 -.07 -.19 (.15) 
10. EPPRM   .24  .53  .11  .17  .30 .21  .04  .01  .23 (.33) 
 
 
VARIABLES    11.   12.   13.   14.   15.   16.   17.   18.   19.   20.   21. 
 
11. EPPRS1 -.18  .02 -.01  .06 -.20 -.08  .11  .17  .09  .16 (.55) 
12. EPPRS2 -.21  .04  .13  .11 -.07  .01  .05  .28  .04  .10       .38 
13. ESDNKG  .48 -.12 -.15 -.15  .40 -.01  .02 -.14  .41  .01 -.09 
14. ESDNM  .12 -.02 -.10 -.02  .26  .03  .11 -.08  .25  .04  .10 
15. ESDNS1  .11 -.13  .01 -.04  .23 -.05  .14 -.06  .19 -.02 -.02 
16. ESDRKG  .34  .17 -.13 -.07  .40  .11 -.34 -.03  .38  .15 -.05 
17. ESDRM  .05  .23 -.02  .12 -.06  .41 -.35  .05  .06  .02 -.01 
18. ESDRS1  .04  .07 -.07 -.07 -.07  .02 -.11  .10 -.01 -.07  .05 
19. ESPRKG  .41  .26 -.05  .01  .49  .17 -.09 -.10  .39  .07 -.29 
20. ESPRM  .21  .27 -.03  .09  .27  .17 -.11 -.01  .05  .20 -.29 
21. ESPRS1  .18  .20 -.03  .01  .23  .12  .01  .10  .03  .09 -.17 
 
    
VARIABLES  12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21.  
 
12. EPPRS2  (.70)  
13. ESDNKG  -.05 (.06)  
14. ESDNM   .08  .87 (.05)  
15. ESDNS1   .08  .86  .94 (.06) 
16. ESDRKG  -.02  .31  .26  .17 (.17)  
17. ESDRM  -.05  .19  .20  .12  .72 (.07) 
18. ESDRS1  -.09  .18  .20  .17  .69  .83 (10) 
19. ESPRKG  -.09  .31  .24  .16  .53  .37  .30 (.04) 
20. ESPRM  -.07  .14  .14  .07  .43  .38  .31  .89 (.06) 
21. ESPRS1  -.03  .16  .17  .11  .44  .40  .40  .85.  .89 (.11) 
 
 
By observing that part of the intercorrelation matrix in which variables of basic kinetic elements 
manifested as amplitude in motion are located, a bipolarity relating to the motion amplitude in 
individual movement is noticeable (ESDNM, ESDRM, ESPRM). Such grouping of correlation is 
justified, especially when it is known that the amplitude in motion in case of individual movement is 
partly conditioned upon morphological characteristics (length of levers), in another words upon the 
length of the path which is partly determined anatomically. When the motion performed in repeating 
movement is at stake, the motion amplitude represents a path that is in good part conditioned upon 
the structure for generating and duration of energy releasing. It should be pointed out that the mutual 
correlation of the variables of amplitude in motion on one side, and variables of time in motion on the 
other side is highest in the treated area, what is particularly emphasized in the area of variables of 
time in repeating movement (ESDNS1, ESDRS1, ESPRSl). The reason for that could probably be 
found in the fact that time in motion is a limiting factor in realization of the motion amplitude and is a 
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generator of the position of the amplitude in motion, in particular with repeating movement. A 
somewhat weaker correlation of variables of motion amplitude and variables of resistance in motion 
relates to variables in individual movement. The correlation in the area of variables in repeating 
movements is high.  

 
The matrix of intercorrelations of the located variables of the basic kinetic element of time in motion 
indicates that there is a weak correlation of the complex of variables of time in motion in case of 
individual movement (EPDNSl, EPDRS1, EPPRSl, EPDNS2, EPDRS2, EPPRS2), while a somewhat 
higher correlation exists in the case of variables of time in motion in case of repeating movement 
(ESDNS1, ESDRS1, ESPRSl). That also applies to the correlation with other variables. The main 
reason of weak correlation lies in the choice of variables that measured time in movements with and 
without weight in the area of motion elements. It is obvious that variables of time in motion without 
weight don’t have much in common with variables of time in motion with weight, as well as with other 
variables of this area. However, variables of time in motion in case of repeating movement show a 
very high correlation within their basic elements. The correlation of variables of time in individual 
movement has emerged as a consequence of influence of regulatory mechanisms towards synergic 
regulation and regulation of muscle tone in alternative movement. Furthermore, with repeating 
movements, besides the above mentioned, this is probably a case of the structure for regulating 
duration of exitation and energy releasing, which directly depends on the activities of motor units in the 
effector.  
  
The matrix of intercorrelations of variables in the segment in which variables of basic kinetic elements 
realized in repeating movements are located indicates a high correlation within the topological 
determination of variables. The highest correlation of basic kinetic elements exists in the kinetic 
structure of lifting with legs and pressing with arms. Generally, it can be noticed that there is a higher 
correlation of basic kinetic elements in variables that have been carriers of information in repeating 
movements. That is also logical, because, in the case of motion in repeating movements, there is a 
higher correlation that emerges as an answer of regulatory mechanisms so that the motion is realized. 
Since the informational values of the set of variables depend upon the uniquity that ensures significant 
independence for each variable, the specific and the error variance are small and they contribute the 
most to the mutual variance. In regard to the uniquity  (table 2 in diagonal), a disparity in some parts of 
the analyzed area can be noticed. Variables that measure time in motion realized without weight in 
individual movement are particularly distinctive because of their size. Other variables show extremely 
low values of unique variances, what ensures a large quantity of mutual information. This is valid for 
variables of resistance and amplitude realized in individual and repeating movement and variables of 
time in repeating movement. Some variables significantly depart from others, which is primarily true for 
the basic kinetic element manifested as time in motion. Those variables have somewhat lower 
correlation with other variables of basic kinetic elements, but they have a higher uniquity. This is 
probably the case of a larger quantity of specific variance that gives a certain independence to the 
basic kinetic element manifested as time in motion. 
  
The evaluation of average correlation of each test with the others (RMC), the determination 
coefficients of tests (SMC) and their representativity coefficients (SMC) are listed in table 3. The 
average correlation between tests of basic kinetic elements is at a satisfactory level (.26)  and it stems 
from average correlations of individual tests with the set of other tests. Several tests of basic kinetic 
elements have a relatively low mutual correlation, while the others are within reasonable boundaries. 
That relates to the tests of basic kinetic elements that measured time in kinetic structures realized in 
individual movement and that have lower average correlations compared with other measuring 
instruments. Basic kinetic elements of kinetic structures realized in repeating movements and basic 
kinetic elements of resistance and amplitude in kinetic structures realized in individual movements 
have a higher correlation. That indicates that the vectors of analyzed variables are arranged within the 
relatively wide hyper cones of the area.  

 
The variability of determination coefficients, which represent a system evaluation of communalities of 
the SMC columns in the table are particularly high and emphasized in the area of basic kinetic 
elements realized in repeating movements. That is obviously the sign showing that those tests 
constitute relatively homogeneous vector beams that are topologically arranged. This indicates that 
basic kinetic elements with which resistance, time and amplitude in repeating movements take part in 
their variance have higher, and basic kinetic elements with which resistance, time and amplitude in 
individual movements take part in their variance have lower variance in the image area, what leads to 
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a more insecure existence. This particularly relates to the basic kinetic elements of time in individual 
movement and indicates that those variables are burdened with a high specific variance and that 
those kinetic elements have major independence. However, regardless of that, basic kinetic elements 
of resistance, time and amplitude represent relatively homogeneous vector beams with regard to their 
communalities. The obtained values of communalities are lower than expected in that part of variables 
of basic kinetic elements realized in individual movement. It follows that the specific variance of the 
tests used is really high, so there is a small possibility of obtaining a well-defined latent dimension of 
time in individual movement. The applied method tends to imprecisely locate those latent dimensions 
that are defined with very complex variables. 
Table 3 
AVARAGE CORRELATIONS, DETERMINANCY COEFFICIENTS, REPRESENTATIVENESS 
COEFFICIENTS AND HARRIS' VALUES OF MATRIX COVARIANCE FOR BASIC KINETIC 
ELEMENTS 
 
     RMS  SMC  MSA  HVV 
 
  1. EPDNKG   .29  .83    .83  65.62 
  2. EPDNM   .26  .74    .72  40.78 
  3. EPDNS1   .15  .45   -.71  19.03 
  4. EPDNS2   .16  .33    .84  12.23 
  5. EPDRKG   .31  .74    .81    8.05 
  6. EPDRM       .22  .78   -.88    3.92 
  7. EPDRS1   .14  .51   -.86    3.60 
  8. EPDRS2   .13  .28    .58    2.83 
  9. EPPRKG   .28  .85    .60    2.20 
10. EPPRM   .18  .66   -.91    1.85 
11. EPPRS1   .16  .45    .51    1.53 
12. EPPRS2   .13  .30    .81    1.08 
13. ESDNKG   .35  .95    .80    1.07 
14. ESDNM   .32  .94    .82      .90 
15. ESDNS1   .31  .94    .84      .86 
16. ESDRKG   .31  .63    .96      .72 
17. ESDRM   .31  .93   -.91      .51 
18. ESDRS1   .28  .90   -.84      .48 
19. ESPRKG   .38  .96    .94      .43 
20. ESPRM   .35  .94    .84      .43 
21. ESPRS1                               .33                    .89                      .81   .25   
 
Legend (see Table 1) 
RMS1 – root – mean – square correlation – original correlation 
SMC1 – squared multiple correlation - cofficient of test determinatio 
MSA1 – measure of sampling adequaci - their coefficients of representative ness 
HVV1 – characteristic values of covariant matrix – Haris eigenvalues 
 
The representativity of the analyzed set of tests for evaluating basic kinetic elements is satisfactory 
(.92). One part of the measuring instruments has low representativity coefficients. This indicates that 
the tests are burdened with partial co-variances, so the structure of latent dimensions will be weakly 
defined in one part. It is obvious that good factorial analytical information are missing in the part of the 
treated area. The sensitivity of the MSA towards the number of variables, number of respondents and 
the general correlation level contributed to that. On the basis of characteristic values of the matrix of 
co-variances of analyzed tests it can be concluded that elements there are 6 dimensions in this area of 
the system of variables of basic kinetic; the dimensions arising from the applied GUTTMAN - 
KAISEROVOG criterion (table 3). 

 
Variance of the fifth and the sixth main component in the Harris area is extremely low, so their 
existence is very questionable. This is probably the consequence of the hyperfactorization effect, 
which is common with this criterion (Kaiser, 1970, Štalec i Momirović, 1971). Kasier, however, 
abandoned the criterion which was recommended in the version of Little Jiffy algorithm called Mark I (a 
criterion analog to the DMEAN criterion of Momirovića i Štaleca 1972, for the number of significant 
image factors) due to the danger of hyperfactorisation. Zakrajšek and Momirović (1972) found that the 
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PB criterion also brings to the detainment of too small number of factors. It seems that the Guttman – 
Kaiserov strategy is still the most suitable and the most rational in explorative factor researches. This 
method gives excellent solutions if the analyzed vectors really constitute independent sets. However, if 
the variables are factorically complex, this type of the orthoblique solution can bring to a very non-
adequate position of the coordinate axis. It turned out that the orthoblique, as a rule, behaves better 
compared to other methods for determining inclined simple structures. A certain number of tests of 
basic kinetic elements manifested as time in individual movement are exaggeratly complex, which 
caused not only difficulties in positioning of hyperplans during transformational procedures but also the 
determination of latent positions that belong to the same area by their mathematical definition and 
which have, unfortunately, a very different scope of regulation.  

 
The matrix of the complex obtained through orthoblique transformation and with the use of the index of 
factorial simplicity of the analyzed basic kinetic elements (table 4) indicates a good degree of simplicity 
of the factorial structure (.84). The result could have probably been better if the complexity of tests of 
basic kinetic elements which measured time in individual movement was smaller. The simple structure 
obtained in this way provides a satisfactory level of credibility, but the interpretation of factors should 
be taken with a certain amount of caution.  
Table 4 
COMPLEX MATRIX AND FACTOR SIMPLICITY INDICES FOR BASIC KINETIC ELEMENTS 
 
           PFKS PFKS RFKS AFKS GFKS SFKS IFS     
 
  1. EPDNKG    .15 -.48 -.03  .64*  .49*  .02 .45    
  2. EPDNM    .13  .26  .06 -.62*  .45*  .45* .32    
  3. EPDNS1  -.05  .25 -.10 -.37  .10  .30 .22    
  4. EPDNS2    .02  .26 -.02 -.35 -.05  .41 .34    
  5. EPDRKG    .28  .01 -.22  .09  .66* -.06 .44    
  6. EPDRM  -.01 -.01  .18  .04 -.02  .80* .76        
  7. EPDRS1    .03  .58 -.32 -.61*  .20 -.10 .34    
  8. EPDRS2  -.01  .23  .06 -.41 -.04 -.09 .21   
  9. EPPRKG  -.04 -.04  .01  .05  .87* -.00 .88    
10. EPPRM    .04  .40 -.08 -.66*  .55*  .13 .78   
11. EPPRS1  -.39  .46  .18 -.75*  .45 -.27 .35    
12. EPPRS2  -.08  .53 -.07 -.66  .25 -.10 .34    
13. ESDNKG    .02  .47*  .03  .52*  .06  .02 .81    
14. ESDNM    .02  .93*  .01  .03  .01  .02 .65    
15. ESDNS1  -.04  .92* -.03  .08 -.05 -.03 .49    
16. ESDRKG    .11 -.04  .62*  .01  .33 -.16 .84   
17. ESDRM    .01 -.05  .92*  .10 -.06  .16* .82    
18. ESDRS1  -.02  .09  .92* -.17  .10 -.27* .63    
19. ESPRKG    .92* -.05 -.01  .08  .11 -.01 .96    
20. ESPRM    .99*  .04 -.01 -.07 -.15  .04 .86    
21. ESPRS1    .93*  .14  .07 -.19 -.10 -.10 .64 
     
Legend (see Table 1) 
PFKS – pulling factor in the kinetic structure  
PFKS – pressing factor in the kinetic structure  
RFKS – repetition factor in the kinetic structure  
AFKS – factor of accumulating and releasing energy in the kinetic structure 
GFKS – factor of generating and releasing energy in the kinetic structure 
SFKS – factor of spatial determination of the kinetic structure 
    *  - salients marked with asterix 
IFS – indeks of factorial simplicity,  for each variable 
 
On the basis of coordinates of vectors of variables in the factorial space, as well as the intercorrelation 
of isolated latent dimensions, an interpretation of factors was carried out. The matrix of the structure is 
shown in table 5, while the matrix of intercorrelations of the latent dimensions is shown in table 6. The 
percentage of the contribution of variance of each latent dimension in the total extracted variance and 
the index of reliability of the obtained orthoblique factors are listed in table 7. 
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Table 5 
FACTOR STRUCTURE FOR BASIC KINETIC ELEMENTS 
 
    PFKS PFKS RFKS AFKS GFKS SFKS  
 
  1. EPDNKG    .34  .14  .05  .56 (.75)   .07     
  2. EPDNM     .28 -.08  .17 -.24  .34  (.68)   
  3. EPDNS1  -.05 -.05 -.07 -.22  .01  (.36)   
  4. EPDNS2    .03 -.03  .04 -.25 -.06  (.45)    
  5. EPDRKG    .41  .24 -.06  .47 (.76)   .10    
  6. EPDRM     .18  .01  .26 -.11  .20  (.81)        
  7. EPDRS1  -.08  .12 (-.27) -.09 -.01  -.01    
  8. EPDRS2  -.05 -.07  .04 (-.24) -.21  -.03    
  9. EPPRKG    .24  .22  .04   .47 (.88)   .20    
10. EPPRM     .14  .04 -.01 -.10  .34  (.35)    
11. EPPRS1  (-.28)  .01  .02 -.18  .01  -.08    
12. EPPRS2  -.08  .08 -.07 (-.14) -.02   .03    
13. ESDNKG    .24  .88  .21 (.90)  .46  -.08  
14. ESDNM     .20 (.96)  .22  .73  .27  -.03    
15. ESDNS1    .12 (.95)  .16  .73  .21  -.12    
16. ESDRKG    .44  .21 (.66)  .28  .36   .01   
17. ESDRM     .39  .19 (.93)  .11  .08   .23   
18. ESDRS1    .33  .20 (.88)  .11  .01  -.12   
19. ESPRKG  (.96)  .20  .38  .29  .43   .14   
20. ESPRM  (.94)  .12  .39  .08  .15    .15 
21. ESPRS1  (.90)      .16        .44        .08       .12    .05      
 
Legend (see Table 1 and 4) 
 
Table 6 
INTERCORRELATIONS FACTORS OF BASIC KINETIC ELEMENTS 
 
  PFKS PFKS RFKS AFKS GFKS SFKS   
 
1   PFKS 1.00 
2   PFKS   .18 1.00 
3   RFKS   .41   .21 1.00 
4   AFKS   .21   .74   .13 1.00 
5   GFKS   .32   .26   .06   .52 1.00 
6   SFKS   .14  -.06   .11  -.18   .25 1.00 
 
Legend (see Table 4 and 5) 
 
Table 7 
RELIABILITY INDEX AND MUTUAL VARIANCE PERCENTAGES BELONGING TO 
BASIC KINETIC ELEMENTS FACTORS  
 
   q  w2 
 
1   .82  34.79 
2   .92  26.83 
3   .69  15.49 
4   .98  10.32 
5   .88    8.54 
6   .52    4.03  
 
Legend ( see Table 6) 
q1 – domain validity (indeks of realiability of the factors) 
W21 – relative contributions of factors (percentagees) 
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The first factor in the coordinate system obtained through orthoblique transformation is mainly defined 
by basic kinetic elements, the variance of which depends upon topological determination defined with 
the kinetic structure of pulling with arms in repeating movement. The character of this factor is 
manifested with basic kinetic elements of resistance, time and amplitude in the kinetic structure. On 
the basis of the complex of kinetic dimensions, it is completely obvious that the isolated latent 
dimension is responsible for 35% of the mutual variance of kinetic variables and represents a very 
stable latent dimension.  

 
The processes occurring in the kinetic structure of pulling with arms in repeating movement and which 
define this dimension, are comprised of long-term, mainly submaximal repetitive myometrical and 
plyometrical contractions of agonists. The control of the muscle tone of agonists and antagonists is 
crucial for efficiency, since the limbs move balistically in the trajectory due to the impulse of the 
agonist, depending on the resistance that needs to be overcome and on the relaxation of the 
synergist. The kinetic structure on the realized amplitude is not defined and results in the variability of 
the length of performed motion, which is partly limited with energetic possibilities.  
 
Therefore, the duration of exitation in those primary motor centers which innerve muscles of the upper 
limbs and the ability of inhibition of inhibiting impulses that stem from lower regulative systems are 
crucial mechanisms in the complex of this latent dimension. Besides, the energetic characteristics of 
the effector and the sensitivity of the nervous system to the signals coming from them are also primary 
and significant. Given that, it can be assumed that a certain integrative mechanism takes part in 
including various functional structures in the realization of basic kinetic elements in kinetic structure of 
pulling with arms in repeating movement. Considering the function of particular parts of the nervous 
system, this is probably the case of integrative and coordinating function of the reticular formation.  
The integrating function of the reticular system and the significance of that system for coordinating and 
automatic regulation indicate that this system structures into a unique whole also basic kinetic 
elements in the kinetic structure. The integration of basic kinetic elements (resistance, time, amplitude) 
into a unique whole depending on their variability and covariability is manifested as a manifest kinetic 
structure. Considering configuration, relations and projections of basic kinetic elements, this isolated 
dimension could be interpreted as a pulling factor in the kinetic structure. 
 
Basic kinetic elements that are located in the factorial area closest to the well defined other orthoblique 
factor are homogeneous in their kinetic structure. Basic kinetic elements belonging to the kinetic 
structure of lifting with legs realized in repeating movement have shown maximal projections of vectors 
on this dimension. Variability of the factor that is defined by the kinetic structure lifting with legs is 
realized in repeating movement and determined on the basis of variability and covariability of basic 
kinetic elements within that structure. That indicates to the topological determination of this dimension. 
Since the intentional subject of measurement is directed to resistance, time and amplitude in the 
mentioned kinetic structure, it is reasonable to assume that functional characteristics are also 
significant besides topological. Those characteristics relate to activating a great number of motor units 
and detainment of that activity throughout a longer period of time with the repetitive type of muscle 
activity. The main reason for high projections on this isolated factor is conditioned upon the 
mechanism for regulating intensity and duration of exitation, what is connected with the ability of 
centers to postpone the irradiation of inhibitory processes in the realization of the mentioned kinetic 
structure.  
 
A larger number of movements which are performed in two opposite directions in the realization of this 
kinetic structure depends upon the ability of a certain regulatory system to change the role of the 
synergist with every direction alteration and to change the role of active muscle groups and take those 
roles for each change of innervation. The control of the muscle tone of agonists and antagonists is 
also significant for the realization of the mentioned kinetic structure. That points to the significant role 
of integrative mechanisms that are usually responsible for control and coordination of the mentioned 
regulatory subsystems, which take part in solving the kinetic structure by pressing with legs, realized in 
repeating movement. This is probably the case of integration of the function in the reticular formation 
directed towards coordinating the mechanisms for regulating basic kinetic elements and their 
automatic regulation in the complex of kinetic structure pressing with legs, realized in repeating 
movements. Consequently, the structure of this isolated dimension allows for the factor to be 
interpreted as the pressing factor in the kinetic structure.  
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Maximal projection of the vectors of variables on the third orthoblique factor has an extremely simple 
structure. It is defined by basic kinetic elements whose variance depends upon topological 
determination of the kinetic structure of lifting with legs realized in repeating movement. Primary 
determination for variability within this isolated factor is determined with possibilities that in realization 
there is a maximal exploitation of resistance, amplitude and time during motion. Continuous 
overcoming of resistance in a longer period of time by using a force on a certain path in the kinetic 
structure of lifting with legs realized in repeating movement significantly influences the variance of the 
results of tests that are saturated with the mentioned factor. A dimension isolated in such a way is 
showing a behavior similar to the first isolated dimension, which is defined by basic kinetic elements 
within the kinetic structure of pulling with arms. It should be also pointed out that besides big 
biomechanical congruenity of the structures of the first and third isolated factors, both factors exist as 
firm independent structures. The formed, almost identical, structure of movement (with a difference in 
alternative in overcoming resistance) shows that processes of integration of mechanisms for regulation 
of particular kinetic elements in the kinetic structure play an important role. It seems that precisely 
integrative and coordinating function of the reticular formation is responsible for the differentiation of 
kinetic structures and for integration of basic kinetic elements within kinetic structures that are 
manifested in repeating movements. On the basis of the manifest content within this factor this latent 
dimension could be called the repetition factor in the kinetic structure.  
  
The fourth orthoblique factor has an extremely complicated and complex structure. Variables the 
vectors of which show maximal projections on this dimension are determined with basic kinetic 
elements. Their variability depends upon resistance in kinetic structures with a strong accent on lower 
limbs. Functional structure and complex of this latent dimension is determined by mechanisms for 
regulating intensity and duration of exitation in the direction of releasing maximal energy for 
overcoming resistance in kinetic structures realized in individual and repeating movements with an 
accent on lower limbs. This factor is not only not defined well, but it is also not secure and unreliable if 
it is not the case of a single or a dual factor that owes its existence to the hyperfactorization effect. 
However, this is obviously the case of a group factor of resistance, above all responsible for the ability 
of developing a big muscle force, in other words muscle stamina in overcoming resistance. The 
dimension has a tendency to act as a bipolar factor and to differentiate resistance with all kinetic 
structures realized in motion with legs in repeating movement. Precisely this data justifies the 
interpretation of the fourth dimension as a factor of accumulating and releasing energy in the 
kinetic structure.  
 
Variables of basic kinetic elements which define the fifth orthoblique factor are those the variance of 
which depends upon the ability of generating and releasing energy. In case of those variables, 
precisely that regulation is what is crucial in the context of overcoming resistance. A group of kinetic 
structures the vectors of which have a maximal projection on this dimension is very homogeneous 
regarding their manifest content what verifies their hypothetical purpose. The characteristic of this 
factor is expressed with the basic kinetic element of resistance in all kinetic structures realized in 
individual movement. Functional determination is manifested with a short-term mobilization of maximal 
energy in the direction of overcoming resistance in kinetic strictures realized in individual movements. 
By looking more closely to the purpose of this dimension, it can be noticed that kinetic structures 
realized in individual movement with the goal of overcoming resistance have highest coordinates 
and/or correlations with the isolated dimension. It can be assumed that because of high covariability of 
these variables, the factorial axis is inclined toward their vectors in which the effect also depends on 
the short-term mobilization of maximal energy. As a consequence, there is a significant influence of 
this latent dimension on the momentary activation of a large number of motor units in movements 
which are performed in myometrical or plyometrical regime, as well as on the alternative activation of 
synergists in movement, the manifest characteristic of which is overcoming resistance in kinetic 
structures realized in individual movement. Therefore, precisely overcome resistance in kinetic 
structures is the main generator of variance of this latent dimension which could be called the factor 
of generating and releasing energy in the kinetic structure.  
 
The sixth latent dimension in this area has a very simple structure. Basic kinetic elements, variability 
and covariability of which is due to the amplitude in kinetic structures realized in individual movements, 
have high projections on the sixth orthoblique factor. The function in the complex of the sixth 
orthoblique factor is rotated in the direction of overcoming the amplitude during motion. The extracted 
latent dimension the existence of which is very realistic and which is significantly influenced by the 
anthropometrical dimensions in particular the longitudinal dimensionality of the skeleton, indicates that 
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length of limbs – levers has a significant influence on the kinetic structure in the process of its 
realization. The position of this factor is defined by the amplitude in kinetic structures realized in 
individual movement and partly shows striking and equally high parallel projections of two tests which 
measured time in the kinetic structure of lifting with legs, performed with and without weight. Besides 
the biomechanical characteristic in the relation within this dimension, which is determined by the 
position of time in amplitude in movement (time is in the function of path), a functional effective relating 
to alternative activation and deactivation of synergists important in realizing the mentioned kinetic 
elements is also significant. The structure of this dimension allows that this factor be interpreted as the 
factor of spatial determination of the kinetic structure.  
 
Intercorrelations of isolated latent dimensions are within expected and satisfactory boundaries. There 
is a presence of a high correlation between the factor interpreted as latent dimension responsible for 
the kinetic structure pulling in repeating movement, and the factor interpreted as the dimension 
responsible for the kinetic structure of pressing in repeating movement. Besides, there is a strong 
correlation of this isolated factor and a factor interpreted as latent dimension responsible for 
generating and releasing of energy in individual movement. This correlation is completely expected 
since this is the case of movements in two opposite directions which were determined 
biomechanically. The resistance is being overcome with the agonists’ impulse, the resistance moving 
throughout the trajectory in a certain path for certain time with the help of relaxed antagonists. 
However, a timely contraction of antagonists allows the stopping of weight and also movements (with 
alternative activating of agonists) and a new half cycle with initial acceleration begins. This is the case 
of mobilization and releasing energy that is not only dependent on the active muscle mass and 
functional characteristics of the effector, but also on the operation of facilitating and integrative 
mechanisms responsible for generating muscle force and for the duration of muscle contraction, what 
justifies this correlation.  
 
The correlation in the segment of the area of the second factor is noticeable between the second 
isolated factor interpreted as latent dimension responsible for the kinetic structure of pressing in 
repeating motion and the fourth isolated factor interpreted as dimension responsible for alternative 
releasing of energy in overcoming resistance in the kinetic task of pressing with legs, this dimension 
being the largest in the whole kinetic space. The main reason for such a high correlation between the 
mentioned factors should firstly be looked for in the structure of their topological determination. 
Furthermore, there is a significant although small correlation with dimensions responsible for pressing 
and pulling with arms in repeating movements, and a somewhat bigger correlation with the factor 
interpreted as dimension responsible for generating and releasing of energy in the realization of kinetic 
structure.  

 
The correlation within the area covered by the third factor interpreted as latent dimension responsible 
for realization of motion repetition in the kinetic structure is noticeable only with the factor that defines 
the kinetic structure pulling in repeating motion and with the factor that defined kinetic structures of 
lifting in repeating movements. The level of correlation is obviously bigger with the factor of kinetic 
structure of attraction in repeating movement what is also logical considering the mechanisms for 
regulating and controlling the tone of both agonists and antagonists and the change of the role of 
synergists and generating and releasing energy.  
 
Besides the high correlation between the factor which takes the fourth place in the kinetic space and is 
interpreted as dimension responsible for accumulating and releasing energy, and the factor defined as 
the factor of suppressing in the kinetic structure in repeating motion, there is a high and significant 
correlation with the fifth factor that is interpreted as latent dimension responsible for generating and 
releasing energy in individual motions. However, there is also the correlation with the factor defined by 
the kinetic structure of pulling with arms in repeating motion and the factor responsible for longitudinal 
dimensionality of motion (motion amplitude) in individual movement. Considering the dominant role in 
the regulation of this factor the function of which is relatively specific and the scope of regulation wide, 
the correlation with other factors is justified. This goes along with the claim that this factor owes its 
existence to the existence of a particular central regulatory mechanism, or that it is just an effect of the 
coordinated function of different subsystems, especially those with a wide scope of regulation. 
  
The position of the fifth factor in the structure of intercorrelation matrix is considerably determined with 
coefficients of correlation with other factors of the kinetic space. Having in mind that the fifth factor is 
interpreted as dimension responsible for generating and releasing energy in individual movements, a 
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high correlation with the fourth factor is reasonable. Factors defined with the structure of pulling in 
repeating movement, lifting with legs in repeating movement and the factor defined with the factor of 
spatial determination are significantly correlated with this dimension. It is completely obvious that the 
correlation has emerged as a result of the influence of mechanisms for regulating short-term 
mobilization and releasing of energy. This dimension is characterized by the development of maximal 
short-term muscle force (momentary activation of a large number of motor units), in particular with 
those kinetic tasks which in their initial phase presuppose generating of a large starting force for 
moving a certain object in each succession. Precisely because of that characteristic the correlation in 
the complex of this segment of kinetic space is understandable. 

 
The sixth factor has the weakest correlation in the area of isolated kinetic factors, this factor being 
interpreted as latent dimension responsible for spatial determination of the kinetic structure. The only 
considerable correlation that this factor shows is that with the factor responsible for generating and 
releasing energy in individual movement, what was expected because the length of the amplitude in 
individual movement represents a path on which energy is generated and released. On the basis of 
results of the research on the factorial structure of basic kinetic elements, the interpretation of isolated 
factors and their correlation is difficult what makes difficult also defining the structure of basic kinetic 
elements. Considering the obtained results, it is possible to create a categorization of dimensions, 
particularly with regard whether basic kinetic elements in kinetic structures are realized in individual or 
repeating movement. The significance of basic kinetic elements in kinetic structure realized in 
repeating movement does not boil down only to the role of particular elements but also to the process 
of their integration during motion. That integrative function is effectuated on the basis of an excellent 
correlation between the cortex and subcortical cultures.2 However, that connection mainly relates to 
the integration of different subsystems which are located at the subcortex level. This structure, which 
is probably justifiably located in the area of reticular formation, is primarily responsible for the 
integration of mechanisms for regulation of basic kinetic elements in different kinetic tasks realized in 
repeating movements. Integration processes relate to cooperation of mechanisms for regulating a 
large number of various motor units, mechanisms for regulating the length of activating motor units 
and mechanisms for regulating determination of time of activating motor units. Mentioned mechanisms 
belong to one functional complex, or rather one kinetic task realized in repeating movement. Those 
mechanisms in that way determine their topological determination. 
 
The essential role of this integration process is to organize regulatory mechanisms as a whole and to 
bring various subcortical centers responsible for regulation of basic kinetic elements to an optimal 
state for a particular kinetic task, whether with facilitatory or/and inhibitory processes. In fact, this is the 
case of changing the state of primary units on which the efficiency of regulation of each particular 
kinetic element of a certain kinetic structure realized in repeating movements depends. It is 
unquestionable that basic kinetic elements manifested as resistance realized in kinetic structures in 
repeating movement depend on mechanisms for regulating the activation of a large number of motor 
units in short periods of time. Basic kinetic element manifested as time realized in repeating movement 
depends on the mechanism responsible for slowing down the processes of irradiation of inhibition in 
the active centers and the mechanism for regulating time intervals in which motion is performed in 
successions. 

 
Primary dimensions of basic kinetic elements in kinetic structures realized in individual movements are 
differentiated with regard to their scope and significance of regulation, but also with regard to their 
contribution in defining factors. Therefore, unlike kinetic tasks realized in repeating movement, where 
basic kinetic elements are topologically determined and dependent upon the integration process, 
primary characteristics of kinetic tasks realized in individual movements are differentiated principally 
by basic kinetic elements. That shows that only one basic kinetic element is dominating in kinetic tasks 
and therefore, the mechanism of only one regulatory level takes part in realization of individual 
movement. A single regulatory system responsible for the energetic component of the kinetic exit is 
present. The function of this energetic component is primarily to regulate performance of tasks, the 
dominant characteristic of which is overcoming resistance in individual movement. A mechanism for 
activating a large number of motor units in a short interval of time is responsible for that mode of 

                                                 
2 The role of the cortex in this context of regulation boils down to the analysis of tasks, choice and forming of programs 
before starting to perform the kinetic task and on the dominant characteristic of this structure in the direction of 
integration of parts of different subcortical structures. 
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regulation. Besides this mechanism for regulation, there is one more which relates to alternative 
activation of synergists in the regulation of the activity of agonists and antagonists that ensure the 
performance of the kinetic task, the dominant manifest characteristic of which is time and amplitude in 
individual movement. There is no doubt that the latent dimensions isolated in the area of basic kinetic 
elements realized in kinetic structures of repeating movements exist. However, the existence of latent 
dimensions isolated in the area of basic kinetic elements realized in kinetic tasks of individual motion 
with regard to the total quantity of the explained variance is obscure, although logically it can subsist. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Basic and fundamental concept upon which basic kinetic elements are defined is rooted in the 
multivariant configuration of basic kinetic elements within kinetic structure, realized in individual and 
repeating movement. By accepting this notion on the role and significance of basic kinetic elements in 
determining the kinetic structure realized in individual and repeating movement, the leading basic 
kinetic element can be determined for that structure. That approach abandons the classical conception 
under which the evaluation and measurement of motor abilities is performed according to motor 
manifest reactions and gives the possibility of evaluating the movement structure or a motor task with 
the help of basic kinetic elements and the possibility of determining the same according to the leading 
basic kinetic elements in the kinetic structure. The role of basic kinetic elements depends on 
configuration and integration of elements in the complex of a coherent system of the kinetic exit, the 
efficiency of which can be more or less expressed in solving motor tasks.  
 
The research has been conducted so that relations, degree and quality of basic kinetic elements of the 
effectorial system are determined. The concept based on the multivariant configuration of basic kinetic 
elements within the kinetic structure realized in individual and repeating movement was accepted as a 
fundamental concept on which basic kinetic elements were defined. The quality and degree of 
correlation between basic kinetic elements were determined with 124, 15-years-old, male 
respondents. This sample can be considered representative for this type of research. A total of 21 
kinetic measures, obtained with the use of instruments and the use of ergometrical method, were used 
for evaluating basic kinetic elements. Variables were chosen in such a way that they hypothetically 
cover basic kinetic elements in kinetic structures manifested in individual and repeating movement, 
defined as time dimensionality of the kinetic structure and tensodynamic dimensionality of the kinetic 
structure.  
 
For a better insight into the general behavior of analyzed variables, the methods of data processing 
were encompassed through calculation of regresional analysis series, so as to determine the complex 
and the latent structure of basic kinetic elements (factorial analysis LITTLE JIFFY, MARK IV was 
used). The analysis of the factorial structure of basic kinetic elements was carried out in a manifest 
area of variables. Six factors have been extracted on the basis of characteristic vales of the matrix of 
covariance of the analyzed space with the use of Guttman Kaiserov criterion. Isolated factors in this 
area have a phenomenological determination:  
1. Latent dimension of pulling in kinetic structure (defined with resistance, amplitude and time in kinetic 

task - pulling) 
2. Latent dimension of pressing in kinetic structure (defined with resistance, amplitude and time in 
kinetic task - pressing) 
3. Latent dimension of repeating in kinetic structure (defined with resistance, amplitude and time in 
kinetic task - repeating) 
4.  Latent dimension of accumulating and releasing of energy in kinetic structure (defined with 
resistance, amplitude and time in kinetic task) 

5.  Latent dimension of generating and releasing energy in the kinetic structure (defined with 
resistance within kinetic tasks realized in individual movement) 

6. Latent dimension of special determination of the kinetic structure (defined with the amplitude within 
kinetic tasks realized in individual movement). 

      The latent structure of basic kinetic elements was analyzed. Latent kinetic dimensions were 
extracted and interpreted as mechanisms for regulating of exitation intensity, a mechanism for 
regulating synergy and regulating muscle tone and integrative mechanisms for regulation, control, 
coordination of mentioned regulatory subsystems in the kinetic structure. By accepting this conception 
on the role and significance of basic kinetic elements in the realized motion in individual and repeating 
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kinetic structure, the leading basic kinetic elements can be determined in the kinetic structure. That 
approach abandons a classical concept under which motor tasks were evaluated and measured 
according to manifest reactions, and ensures that the movement structure or a motor task is evaluated 
with the help of basic kinetic elements and determined according to the leading basic kinetic element 
in the kinetic structure.  
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